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In this article, we shall investigate the relative invariant f(x) of.
a regular prehomogeneous vector space (G, V) when it is one of the
ollowing ones 1) SL(6) GL(1) (A3 A1), 2) Sp(3) GL(1) (A3 A1), 3)
Spin(12) GL(1) ((half-spin rep.) A), 4) E7 GL(1) ((56 dim. rep.) Ax),
where A is the representation on the space of the skew-symmetric
tensors of rank i. The polynomial f(x) has the ollowing orm,
( 1 ) f(x)--(XoYo-(X, Y))2-+-4xoN(Y)+4yoN(X)-4(X, Y.
Here, x (Xo, Yo, X, Y) e CCC’C and (X, Y} is some bilinear
form in X and Y, N(X) is some polynomials in X, and XX is some
polynomial mapping from the X-space into itself.

We shall calculate the Fourier transiorm of the hyperfunction
If(x)l or a generic s e C. As shown in [5], the formula of the Fourier
transform gives the unctional equation of the local zeta unction as-
sociated with the prehomogeneous vector spaces.

1o Let Ul, ., u be a basis of the six-dimensional complex vector
space E with the natural action of G=SL(6) GL(1), i.e., (u,..., u)
C2(u, ., u)g for (gl, c) e SL(6) GL(1). We denote by V(20) the vector
space of the skew-symmetric tensors on /i: of rank 3 and x, denotes
the coefficient of uAuAu. The complex algebraic group SL(6) GL(1)
acts on V(20), and it is a regular prehomogeneous vector space. We
identify V(20) and CCM(3, C)M(3, C) by
( 2 ) Xo-- x. Yo x

X.8, Xl8, X12/ X5, X4, X45/
By setting (X, Y) tr (X. Y), N(X) det X, and X the cofactor
matrix of X, f(x) is an irreducible relatively invariant polynomial on
the prehomogeneous vector space (G, V)--(SL(6) GL(1), V(20)) with
the character Z(gl, c)--c. This is the prehomogeneous vector space 1).
We define the symplectic group Sp(3) as the subgroup of SL(6) consist-
ing of the elements which leave U A U4 + U2 A U5 -- U A U6 invariant.
When we set
( 3 ) V(14) {(x0, Y0, X, Y) e V(20) tX=X, ty= y},
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z(14) is an invariant subspace under the actions of Sp(3) GL(1), and
(G, Y) (Sp(3) GL(1), V(14)) is a regular prehomogeneous vector space.
The restriction of f(x) on Y(14) is a relative invariant corresponding
to the character z(g, C)=C. This is the prehomogeneous vector
space 2).

Next consider the even half-spin representation of the complex
spinor group Spi(12). We denote by (32) the space o skew-sym-
metric tensors o even rank on the six dimensional complex vector space
E and let {e, ..., e} be a basis o E. We denote an element of V(32) by
( 4 ) X=Xo+ , xee-- ye+yoeL,

<j i<j

where e=eeeeee and e is the element of the form eee,e satisfy-
ing e,ee. e, and X, Y denote the 6 6 skew-symmetric matrices whose
i-] entries are x, and y, for i<], respectively. Then Spin(12) acts
on z(32) as the even half-spin representation (see J. Igusa [1]), and
(G, V)=(Spin(12) GL(1), V(32)) is a regular prehomogeneous vector
space. Here GL(1) acts on V(32) by the multiplication. The poly-
nomial f(x) is an irreducible relative invariant by setting (X, Y}=
-tr (X. Y)/2, N(X) Pff (X) and X is the 6 6 skew-symmetric matrix
whose i-] entry is _+ Pff (X,) for iX], where X, is the 4 4 skew-
symmetric matrix obtained by crossing out the i-th and ]-th columns
and rows. The character of f(x) is x(g, c) =c or (g, c)e Spin(12)

GL(1). This is the prehomogeneous vector space 3). Here, Pff(X)
is the Pffafian o X normalized by

_11
pff -11

".
_11

Next we shall consider the exceptional complex algebraic group

E and the 56-dimensional representation o E. The representation
space V(56) is
( 5 ) {(x0, Y0, X, Y) x0, Y0 e C and X, Y e },
where is the exceptional simple Jordan algebra over C (see N.
Jacobson [2]). An element X o fl is denoted by

f,, ,x :,, , e C
( 6 ) X- x, .,, x,

x, x, x ,
where is the Cayley algebra over C. We define the norm o X by
detX=$3+tr (xxx3)-,x and the trace o X by tr (X)=+
+. We set S(X):(tr (X)-tr (X))/2. Then (G, Y):(E GL(1), (z56))
is a regular prehomogeneous vector space. Here GL(1) acts on Y(56) by
the multiplication. The polynomial f(x) is an irreducible relative in-
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variant by setting (X, Y} tr (XY+ YX)/2, X X-tr (X).X+S(X). I,
and N(X)= det X. The character of f(x) is z(g, c)= c 2or (g, c) e E

GL(1). This is the prehomogeneous vector space 4).
2. The b-function of if(x) is calculated by micro-local calculus (see

T. Kimura [3]), and it is

(( 7 ) b(s) (s+ 1)\s +
for 1)/=2, 2) l= 1, 3)/--4, 4)/=8, respectively.

3 The prehomogeneous vector spaces 1)-4) have the following
real orms (Ga, V).

1) 1)-i) G--SU(3, 3, C) GL(1, R)
[(Xo. /-lyo, X, Y); Xo, yoe R. X, Y e M(3, C).

and X:-X, Y=Y
1)-ii) G=SL(6, R) GL(1, R)

V: {(Xo, Yo, X, Y); Xo, Yo e R. X, Y e M(3, R)}.
1)-iii) Gn=SU((1, 5, C) GL(1, R)

Vl--" ((XO,--o, X, tX(-111)); Xo e C X e M(3, C)}.
2) 2)-i) G=Sp(3, R) GL(1, R)

f(Xo, Yo, X, Y); Xo, yo e R. X, Y e M(3, R).
and. *X=X, tY Y

3) 3)-i) G=Slfi (6, H) GL(1, R)
V= {(Xo, o, X, X); Xo e C. X e M(6, C) and X= --X}.

3)-ii) G=Spn (6, 6, R) GL(1, R)

VR_ {(Xo, Yo, X, Y) Xo, Yo e R. X, Y e (6, R)}.and *X=-X,Y=-Y
3)-iii) G=Spi (10, 2, R) GL(1, R)

X X y X.

where Xe M(4, 2, C), J= /--2-iJ.(_ 11), :o=.%(_11), o=o(_11),
O, X2, X, X

X-- J-L-]/ and

with x, y e C.

V= {(Xo, Yo, X, Y); Xo, Yo e R. X, Y e
4)-ii) G=E$ GL(1, R)
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IZR= {(X0, Y0, X, Y); x0, Y0 e R. X, Y e
Here, E and E are real forms of E whose Killing forms have the
signature -25 and 7, respectively, and and q’ are the spaces o 3 3
octanion Hermitian matrices whose entries are Cayley division numbers
and split Cayley numbers over R, respectively.

4. We define the inner product on V by

(x, x’} Xoy - X yo- (z, Y’} + (x’, Y}.
We define the real-valued inner product on V by restricting this on

V and by multiplying a constant of absolute value one if necessary.
We denote by dx the Euclidian measure on V. satisfying

(2)u(x’) =.[.[ u(x) exp (/-L--(x, x’}) exp (--/--L--(x’, x"})dxdx’,

where n dim V.
The open set V-{f=0} decomposes into the ollowing three con-

nected components, which are G-orbits.

(resp. G(1, O, (0), (11_ 1)) G (0, O, (-- 1100), (-- 1100))
z:G (1, 0, (0), (11_ 1))

(resp. G. (1, 0, (0), (111))
G. (1, [ 11 11

V=G. (1, 0, (0), (111))
(resp. G. (--1, 0, (0), (111)); G.(1, 1, (0), (0)))

in the case of 1)-i) (resp. 2)-i) and 4)-i) 3)-i)).
The hyperunction

xeV
is defined first for Re (s)>>0 and continued to C meromorphically. By
identifying V and V by the inner product (x, x’}, [f(x’) is defined
on V. The Fourier transform of ]fl(x) is the ollowing:

fl ()/.exp (- 1(,
f] (x)J

2/+ 3/+4=(2)*+2.F(s+ I)F(s + 1+2 )F(s +)F(s2 +)2 "4+/
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(-- 1). 2. sin (2s), (2+ (-- 1)) 2. cos (s-- (z(1-- 1)/2)),
0, (/-----i) -+ ( /---)-+2 cos (2s ((l- 1) / 2)),
0, 2. cos (s-- ((1-- 1) / 2)),

0 Ifi;
/>(x’)|0 Ifl;

(- 1). 2. sin(2us) Ifl
for/=2, 1, 4 and 8 in the case of 1)-i), 2)-i), 3)-i) and 4)-i), respectively.

In the case of 1)-ii), 3)-ii), and 4)-ii), the open set V-{f=0)
decomposes into two connected components V=(f(x)O}. We can
define If ]%(x) in the same way as (9) for a generic s e C. The Fourier
transform of lfl(x) is as follows:

f_(x)] exp (-- J- l(x, x’})dx

=(2)*+. F(s+ 1)F(s + l+3)F(s2+ 21+)F(s2+ 312+)
(1+(- i) +(i) +( i)9.2, sin (), (- 1)/ sin

or/=2, 4 and 8 in the case o 1)-ii), 3)-ii) and 4)-ii), respectively.
In the case o2 1)-iii) and 3)-iii), the open set -{f=0} is a G-

orbit and we can define lf(x) in the same way as (9) 2or a generic s e C.
The Fourier transform o f(x) is as follows"

(12) [ [f[ (x) exp (-- l(x, x’})dx

2 2 2
4. sin (s). cos (s).

for 1=2 and 4 in the case of 1)-iii) and 3)-iii), respectively.
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